Abstract. In this paper, we study the class of all simple structurable algebras with the property that the space of skew-hermitian elements has dimension 1. These algebras with involution have arisen in the study of Lie algebra constructions. The reduced algebras are isotopic to 2 X 2 matrix algebras. We study a Cayley-Dickson process for rationally constructing some algebras in the class including division algebras and nonreduced nondivision algebras. An important special case of the process endows the direct sum of two copies of a 28-dimensional degree 4 central simple Jordan algebra © with the structure of an algebra with involution. In preparatory work, we obtain a procedure for giving the space ©0 of trace zero elements of any such Jordan algebra © the structure of a 27-dimensional exceptional Jordan algebra.
The 56-dimensional irreducible module 911 for the split simple Lie algebra of type E1 over a field I possesses the structure of an algebra with involution that can be used in the construction of the split simple Lie algebras of type £7 and £8 [2, 5 and 11] . In order to study nonsplit Lie algebras of these types, it is of interest to have a rational (in the sense that base field extension is not involved) construction of f-forms of 91Lj, where I denotes the algebraic closure of f and a f-form of 911 ^ is an algebra with involution (&,') over f such that (&,~)'f = 9Hf. The underlying vector space for 911 is the vector space of all 2 X 2 matrices with scalar diagonal entries and nondiagonal entries chosen from the 27-dimensional split exceptional central simple Jordan algebra. The multiplication on 911 is strikingly similar to the multiplication on the split octonion algebra 0 over f as obtained from the Zorn construction [9, p. 142] . Thus, it is natural to ask whether there is a Cayley-Dickson process for constructing f-forms 911 ^ that is analogous to the classical Cayley-Dickson process for constructing f-forms of 0j [15, p. 45 ]. We will see that a f-form of 911 f can be constructed by endowing the direct sum of two copies of a 28-dimensional degree 4 central simple Jordan algebra with the structure of an algebra with involution (see Example 6.12). This construction is a special case of the Cayley-Dickson process that is the main subject of this paper.
In [1] , a class of algebras with involution called structurable algebras was studied. The matrix algebra 911 referred to in the previous paragraph is an example of a simple structurable algebra (&,') such that space §((£,")= (x E tP|x = -x} has dimension 1. In § §1-4, we investigate the class of all simple structurable algebras (&,') such that §((J,") has dimension 1. Any such algebra (&,~) possesses a quartic form v that occurs naturally as the denominator in the inversion operation. This quartic form gives (&,') the structure of a Freudenthal triple system and thereby allows us to make use of earlier work of Ferrar on such systems.
The Cayley-Dickson process studied in this paper has as its starting point a Jordan algebra possessing a Jordan norm of degree 4. These norms are studied in §5. An example of a Jordan norm of degree 4 is the generic norm on a degree 4 separable Jordan algebra. We obtain as a consequence of our work in §5 the fact that the space of trace 0 elements in a degree 4 separable Jordan algebra has the structure of a degree 3 separable Jordan algebra. In particular, starting with a 28-dimensional central simple degree 4 (special) Jordan algebra, a 27-dimensional exceptional central simple Jordan algebra is obtained.
In §6 we describe the Cayley-Dickson process that produces simple structurable algebras (&, ~) such that dimt S(6E, ~) = 1. In §7, we show that for certain choices of the parameters the process produces division algebras. We also discuss in §7 the use of such algebras in the construction of exceptional central simple Lie algebras over a field of characteristic zero. Finally, in §8, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the process to give reduced algebras.
Before proceeding, we fix some conventions and notation. Throughout the paper, we assume that I is field of characteristic =£2 or 3. All vector spaces and algebras over I are assumed to be finite dimensional over I. Algebras are not necessarily assumed to be associative and (except for Lie algebras) all algebras are assumed to possess a multiplicative identity denoted by 1. If & is an algebra and x, y, z E 6B, we write Finally, suppose Tis a vector space over t and m is a nonnegative integer < 4. A form of degree mis a function F: T-» f such that, relative to some choice of basis for T, F is induced by a homogeneous polynomial (possibly zero) of degree m in dim,(T) variables over t. If F is a form of degree m on T and K/t is a field extension then, since m < 4 <| f |, F extends uniquely to a form of degree m on %-. The extension is also denoted by F. If A is transcendental over f and F is a form of degree m on % write F(c + Xb) = F(c) + AdhF(c) (mod A2) for b,cE "3d. Then, ohF is a form of degree m -1 (regarding 0 as the unique form of degree -1) and b -> dbFis linear.
The authors wish to express their gratitude to the referee for several helpful suggestions.
1. Structurable algebras. We collect in this section the facts about structurable algebras that will be used in later sections.
An algebra with involution ((£,") over f is called a structurable algebra if for x, y, z, w E 6£, where V E Endt(6£) is defined by Vxyz = {x, y, z) = (xy)z + (zy)x -(zx)y.
We assume for the rest of the section that (6B,"") is a structurable algebra over t. We write § = S(fcV) and % = %(&,'). Define ^&n: & X 6t -» § by ^s>-,(jc, j) = x/ -jx. If no ambiguity exists, we write \p -*Pt&,-y Note that \[/(s, 1) = 2s for s E § and so ^ is a surjection. {x,jx,x},5x + ^4,(x,{X,sx,x})Ls (by (1-4) ).
Therefore, V»-°J ™{x,sx,x),sx ~~ ^(x,{x,sx,x})^s fors E S,x E (£.
For £ E End,(<2), define Es, Ec E Endf(<2) by Es = E + RTx and Ee = ELex+-jf\. It is easy to check using (1.2) that (1.9) Vly = -V,,x and Vxs,ys =-t(x, sy) for x, yE(£, j£ §, Let Strl(<£,-) be the set of all E E End,((£) such that [£. **.>■] = *W + ^,£v for all x,yE&. Then, Strl(6B,") is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra End,(<£)" containing {Vxy\x, y E &}, and the map E -> £E is a Lie algebra automorphism of period 2 of Strl(#,") [1, Corollary 5] . Moreover, if E E Strl(<2,"), then £ stabilizes St/, (1.10) £(5x) = £a(i)x + j£e(x), Es stabilizes S, and (1.11) Est{x,y) = t(Ex,y) + t(x,Ey)
for s E S, x, y E t£ (see [1, §1] and [2, Lemma 1]).
If u E (2, « is said to be conjugate invertible if there exists « E (? such that K-u = Id (or equivalently F" a = Id (by (1.9) and Ide --Id)). If every nonzero element of & is conjugate invertible, we say that ((£, ~) is a conjugate division algebra. When no ambiguity exists we often omit the word conjugate in the above terms. If u is invertible, then the element ii is uniquely determined and is called the conjugate inverse of u. Indeed if u is invertible, Uu is invertible and ii = U~xu (see [3, §6] Suppose u E (J is invertible. The u-conjugate isotope (&,~)^ was introduced in [3] . It is a structurable algebra with underlying vector space (($,"). The multiplicative identity of ((£,")<u) is 1<">= £, the involution t<"> is given by (1.12) t<">x = x<">=2x-(x, u,u) and the F-operators are given by
where
Moreover, the operator Pu is invertible with P~l = P0 and Puii = u. (See [3, §7] for these facts.) Also if x E tt, we have t^^x = 2x -{«, «, x} -t|>(x, u)u (by (1.3)). Thus, (1.15) t<u>x = x-^(x,u)u for x E (J. Also if w is invertible, then Puw is invertible and ((&,~)(u))(w)-(£,-)<'» (see [3, Proposition 7 .2]). Hence if w = Pfil, ((«,")<">)<w>= («,")<•> = ((2,") and so ((£,") is a conjugate isotope of ($,")<"/ If u E S is invertible, we write §<">= S((&,")<">), %<">= DC((<2, ")<">), ^("> = t//(g -)<«>, and let Lju> and /<<"> denote, respectively, the left and right multiplication operators by x in ((£,")<"/ Lemma 1.16. Suppose u E &is invertible. Then S<u)= Sm. Moreover, if x, y El &, S E S, (1.17) ^(x,y) = ^(x,y)u, (1.18) L<:> = L,P" and (1.19) P"(«) = -i£4(«i).
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Proof. It follows from (1.15) that S(u)cSw. On the other hand if s E S, t<">(s«) = su + «K", su)u (by (1.15)) = su -Vasus (by (1.9)) = su -2su (since Ids = lid) = -su. Thus, §<">= Su. Next <">(x, y) = {x, l<->, y}(u)-{y, 1<»>, x}("> (by (1.3))
= (x, i^w, j} -{js />"£, x} = {x, u, y] -{y, u, x) (since Puii = «) = +(x,y)u (by (1.3) ).
Also, in (£,"), 2sx = Ms, l)x = (UsJ -Uls)x. Thus in (tt, ")<">,
This proves (1.18), (1.19) follows immediately from (1.14) since rae^"\ □ The multiplication algebra of (&,') is the associative subalgebra of End,(tt) generated by t, {Lx\x E &) and {Rx\x E (£}, where t denotes the involution of (&,-) [10, p. 207]. Since Rx = tL^, this algebra is generated by t and {Lx\x E &}.
But LA = VhX for « E % and Ls = -3 Fs, - § tF"s ,t for j6 §.
Thus, ?/ie multiplication algebra of(&, ~) is generated by {Vx y \ x, y E 6E} and t. The center of (6?,") is the set %((l, ') of all elements of the center of t£ that are fixed by ". Then, %(&,') can be identified with the centralizer in Endt(t£) of the multiplication algebra of (di, ') [10, pp. 207-208].
By an ideal of (tl,~), we mean an ideal of & that is stabilized by ". We say that (&,' ) is simple if the only ideals of (tl, ') are {0} and &. We say that (&, ') is central simple if (6E,") is simple and %(&,') = kl. Proof. From (1.12) and (1.13) it follows that the multiplication algebra of (6E, ")<"> is contained in the multiplication algebra of (&,"). Denote by r(t£,") the group of all isotopies of (&,') onto itself. If s E S and u E ii are invertible, then Ls E T(t?,"), i>" E 1/(2,"), 2. Simple structurable algebras with dimt(S)= 1. Structurable algebras (62, ~) with dimf S(62,") = 0 are just Jordan algebras (see [1, §1] ). We are interested in this paper in the next case when dimr S(6£,") = 1. We assume in this section that (&,') is a simple structurable algebra over t and that dimf(S) = 1, where S = S(62,"). We fix a choice of s0 ¥= 0 E S. Then S = ts0. Proof, (a) By (1.10), S/2 is stabilized by Strl(tV). Also if jES,_xE(2, sx = sx + sx -sx and soS62gS62 + SgS6E. Hence, St/ is stabilized by . Thus, S62 is stabilized by the multiplication algebra of (&,'). Therefore, since (62,") is simple, S(2 = 62 and so s0& = 62. Thus, 1 = s0t for some t E 62. Now Uxx -2x -x for x E (2 and so Ux is invertible. But Ux = U]X -USo,St), = -LS(UtLSo (by (1.6)). Thus Lc is invertible and so sn is invertible.
(b) Since s0 E S, s0= -p~xs0 for some fi^OGf. Since s0s0 = -1, we have Sq = jul. The last equations then follow using (1.2).
(c) Let 2 be the center of ((2,"). Then, since (62,") is simple, 2 is a field containing fl. Moreover, 1 = dim, S = (dinw S)(dimf 2) and so dim, 2=1. Thus, 2 = fl. □ Lemma 2.2. \p is a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear mapping from 6? X 62 to S.
Proof. By (1.11) the radical 91 of \p is stabilized by Strl(6P,"). Also if x E 91, we have 0 = «Kx, 1) = x -x and so x E DC. Thus, 91 C DC and so 91 E 91. Therefore, 91 is an ideal of (6B,~). where here we are identifying f with fl and using (1.9). If no ambiguity exists, we write X = X(tf )■ Then, x(L 1) = 4 and x is independent of the choice of sQ. Finally, using Lemma 2.1(b), we have (2.4) ^(x, y)=j-x(s0x,y)s0 and ^(x, y)(s0z) = -^xi^x, y)z for x, y, z E 62.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 2.5. x is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form such that (2.5) x(Ex,y) = -X(x,Ey), (2-6) x(x,y) = x(x,y), (2.V) xixy,z) = xiy,xz) = xix,zy), (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) x(soX,y) = -X(s0y>x)> (2.9) x({x, y,z},w) =x(z,{.v,x,w}) =x(>',{2,w, x}) = X(x,{w,z,y}) for x, y,z,w E 62 and E E Strl(t2,").
Proof. First of all, (s0x,y) =-\r>{s0x,s0(s0y)) = --s^(x, s0y)sQ (by (1.5)) = -t//(x, s0y), since S = f^0. Thus, x is symmetric, x is nondegenerate by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Suppose next that E E Strl(62,"). Then, 4>(s0x, Ey) -Es\p(s0x, y) -ip(E(s0x), y)
(by (1.11)) = Es4*(s0x, y) -t(Es(s0)x, y) -Hs0E% y) (by (1.10)). Since S is 1-dimensional, £*S|AW for some A E f. Therefore, $(sQx, Ey) = -\j/(s0Eex, y). Replacing E by Ee, this gives the first equation. To prove (2.6), it suffices to show that x(s0> h) = 0 for h E %(&,'). But x(s0, «) = 2^(s^, h)\i~xsQ = 2^(1,h)s0 = 0 and so we have (2.6). In view of (2.6), we need only prove the first equation of (2.7).
But if x = «EDC(62,-), x(hy,z) = x(VhJy,z) = -x(y,VlxZ) = x(y,VUhz) = X(y,hz). On the other hand if x = s0, x(s0y, z) = -x(s0z, y) (by (2.4)) = X(y, s0z) and so we have (2.7) and (2.8). The equations in (2.9) follow immediately using (2.6) and (2. Proposition 2.14. If x, y, z, w E 62, rnen 2 1 (2.15) v(x, y, z, w) = ~x{s0x, {y, s0z, w}) -j^xi^x, y)x(w* w)
Temporarily denote the right-hand side of (2.15) by R(x, y, z, w). Since X(s0x, x) = 0 (by (2.8)), R(x, x, x, x) = 24p(x). Hence it suffices to show that R(x, y, z, w) is symmetric in its arguments. Now x(sox, {y, s0z, w}) = X(s0z, [w, s0x, y}) by (2.9) and hence, using (2.8), it follows that R(x, y, z, w) = R(z, w, x, y). Thus, since the permutations (13)(24), (24), and (23) generate SA, it suffices to show that R(x, y, z, w) = R(x, w, z, y) = R(x, z, y, w). Now (by (2.15)).
Proposition 2.18. The product ( , ,)F and the skew-symmetric form ( , > F give H the structure of a simple Freudenthal triple system.
Proof. In order to show that 62 is a Freudenthal triple system, we must show by definition that the product (x, y, z)F and the 4-linear form (x,(y, z,w)F)F are symmetric in their arguments and that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for x, y E 62 [7] . The first two conclusions follow from (2.17), while (2.19) follows immediately from (2.12) and (2.17). Finally, according to Theorem 1 of [7] , simplicity follows from the nondegeneracy of ( , ) F. □ Thus (x, y, z)F is the symmetric ternary product that results from polarizing 2{x, s0x, x}.
3. Isotopes. Suppose once again that (ii,~) is a simple structurable algebra over t with S = ts0, s0 ¥= 0 E 62. Let u be an invertible element of 62. Then by (1.15) and (2.4) the involution t(u) on (&, -)<"> is given by
for x E 62. Moreover, by Lemma 1.16.
S<">=f4"> where s^ =s0utl0. Hence, by Lemma 1.20, (ii,~yu) is a simple structurable algebra with dim^S^"^ 1. We write x<u)= X(S,-)<«> and v^"'v(s,-><»>• We wish to compute these forms. Proof.
In (62,"), s$ =%{s0,l,s0). Hence, the required square is H4u),\<u),4u)}<u)=HsoU,u,Sou} (by (1.13)) = -|j0{«,j0«,«} (by (1.6)) = pv(u)ii (by (2.13)). □ Proof. By (2.3), x(*, y)s0 = 2^(s0x, y)-The corresponding equation in (62, ")<"> gives X<u)(x, y)s0u = 2t//">(Li</">x, y) = 2^/(50P"x, >>)M (by (1.17) and (1.18)) = X(Pux, y)s0u (by (2.4)), which proves (3.6) since x(u) and x are symmetric. Next by (2.10) applied to (ii,')<">, we have Proof.
= jti2x(50x, {x, s0x, x}) (by (1.6) and (2.8)) = 12u.Mx). □ 4. Matrix algebras. Let f and $' be vector spaces over f possessing cubic forms A and A', respectively, and paired by a nondegenerate bilinear form T: $ X f -» f. We say that the triple (T, N, A') is defined on ($, %'). If / E % and j' Ef, let/* E %■' and/* E j be the elements satisfying (4.1) dkN\j=T(k,j*) and 3,.A' \f = T(/*', A:') respectively, for all k E f and k' E f. We say that the triple (T, A, A') satisfies the adjoint identities if for / k, I E f, j', k', l' E y. Then these expressions are symmetric and linear in their arguments, A(/) = {N(j, j, j), N'(j') = l6N'(j', j', j'), j* = {jXj, j'*'
= \]' Xj', N(j, k, 1) = T(j, kXl) and N'(j', k', I') = T(j'x'k', I') for/ k, I E %, i\ k', r e f.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose (T, A, A') is a triple satisfying the adjoint identities. We define an algebra with involution 911(7/ N, A') as follows: The underlying vector space is j " Jp \a,REt,JEf,j'E^. If fy is a separable Jordan algebra over f of degree 3 with generic norm Aj and generic trace 7/ and f ¥= 0 E k, then (fZ/ fAj, f 2Aj) is a nontrivial triple defined on (f, $•) satisfying the adjoint identities. Moreover, if (T, N, A') is any nontrivial triple satisfying the adjoint identities and defined on a pair of spaces of dimension bigger than 2 then Springer has shown in [17 and 18] that (T, A, A') is isomorphic to (£#£, £Np f 2Aj) for some f and f as above. In that case, 9t(7/, A, A') a 91L(f Tj, fNp $2Np). If j-is the 27-dimensional split exceptional central simple Jordan algebra, then 911 = 911(7^, Np Np) is the algebra referred to in the introduction.
We next obtain characterizations up to isomorphism and isotopy of the matrix algebras 911(7, A, A'). Earlier proofs of corresponding results for Freudenthal triple systems were given in [6, 7 and 14] .
For the rest of this section assume that (62,") is a simple structurable algebra over t and that S = ts0, s0 ¥= 0. Then Sq = pi, p E f*. The first result is obtained by adapting part of the proof of Theorem 25 of [1] .
Proposition 4.5. (62,") s 911(7, A, A') for some triple (T, N, A') satisfying the adjoint identities if and only if p E f *2.
Proof. The necessity of the condition ju, E f*2 is clear. To prove the sufficiency suppose that p E f *2. Replacing s0 by a nonzero multiple of sQ, we may assume that ju. = 1. LetS = fl © fo0 and <¥ = {x E 6B|x(l, x) = x(sQ, x) = 0}. Since x(L 1) = 4, x(*0' so) = ~X(1. so) = "X(L 1) = -4, and X(L s0) = °> il follows that 62 = S © %. Also SScJ^and, by (2.6) and (2.7), &% + W& c <¥ C DC ((2,") . Thus, if w E °ll), 50w =i0w = ws0 = -wj0. Hence if wx, w2Esl\}, s0(wxw2) = (s0wx)w2 -[sQ, wx, w2] = -(wxs0)w2 + [wx, sQ, w2] = -wx(sQw2). If we temporarily adopt the notation (x, y)= x(x, y), the argument on [1, pp. 153-154] can now be used word for word (omitting only the remarks establishing the nontriviality of the cubic forms) to obtain the required isomorphism. □ Following [7] , we call an element e E & strictly regular if e ¥= 0 and Uex E Ie for x E 62. If w E 62 is invertible, it follows from (1.13) that e is strictly regular regarded as an element of (62,") if and only if e is strictly regular regarded as an element of (62, ")<"/ Also, if a is an isotopy of (62,") onto itself and e E 62 is strictly regular, it follows from (1.21) that ae is strictly regular. Finally, we observe that if e E 62 is strictly regular, then Ue is not invertible and hence e is not invertible.
(62,") is said to be reduced if there is a strictly regular element in 62. The next proposition is an adaptation to our setting of results of Ferrar (see [7, (i) (62,") is reduced.
(ii) There exists u E &so that p E v(u)t*2.
(iii) (62, ") is isotopic to 911(7/, N, N') for some triple (T, N, N') satisfying the adjoint identities.
Proof. Ferrar has shown [7, Corollary 3.4] that there exists e ¥= 0 E ii such that (e, x, e)F E f e for all x E 62 if and only if there exists u E 62 such that (u,(u, u, u)F) F E 12f*2. In view of (2.16) and (2.17), this proves the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
Suppose (ii) holds. Then, u is invertible and, in the notation of §3, ju.^"> = v(u)p E f*2. Thus, by Proposition 4.5, (t2,")<u>s 911(7/, A, A') for some triple (T, N, A') satisfying the adjoint identities. Thus, we have (iii). Conversely suppose (iii) holds. To prove (i), we may assume that (62,") = 911(7/, A, A'). But then it is easy to check that [x0\]] is strictly regular. Thus, we have (i). □ 5. Extracting Jordan algebras of degree 3 from ones of degree 4. In this section, we are primarily interested in proving some facts about separable Jordan algebras of degree 4. We can, however, consider a slightly more general situation.
If Q is a form of degree 4 on a Jordan algebra 95 over f we say that Q is normalized if Q(l) = 1, in which case we define the trace of Q to be the symmetric bilinear form <t>: 95 X 95 -» k defined by <j>(b,c) = -3,acloge|, = dhQ\xdcQ\x -dbdcQ\x.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By a Jordan norm of degree 4 on a Jordan algebra 95 over f, we mean a normalized form Q of degree 4 on 95 such that the trace form </> of Q is nondegenerate and Q(Uab) = Q(a)2Q(b) for all a,bE<&K and all field extensions K/t. An example of a Jordan norm of degree 4 is the generic norm on a degree 4 separable Jordan algebra. Another example is the square of the generic norm on a separable degree 2 Jordan algebra. Using the results of [12] , it is not difficult to list all possible Jordan norms of degree 4. However, we won't require such a list.
Suppose throughout the rest of the section that Q is a Jordan norm of degree 4 on a Jordan algebra 95 over f and that # is the trace form of Q. The product of bx and b2 in 95 will be denoted simply by bxb2. We write <p(6) = <j>(b, 1) for b E 95. for ft E 950. Then, the triple (T, N, N) satisfies the adjoint identities and is nontrival.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Moreover, dim 9">0 > 3, and so by the results of [17 and 18] , 950 has the structure of a separable degree 3 Jordan algebra with identity e and generic norm Aj6 given by NcA(b) = N(b)/N(e).
The uniqueness of this structure is well known and follows from [10, Theorem 6.7]. To prove the last statement, we may assume that f is algebraically closed. Thus, we may identify 95 with the Jordan algebra of all 4 X 4 hermitian matrices over an associative composition algebra. In order to prove that 950 is central simple, it is sufficient to prove that A is irreducible. Suppose the contrary. Then, the restriction of A to any subspace of 950 is either zero or reducible. Denote the matrix units by ei,-, 1 < i,j < 4. If The following proposition shows that every degree 3 separable Jordan algebra f can be obtained using the process described in Theorem 5.4 beginning with the (nonsimple) algebra 95 = f © f. Proposition 5.6. Suppose f is a degree 3 separable Jordan algebra with generic norm Np generic trace Tp and identity If. Let 95 = I © f(as algebras), e = (\,-j\p), and let t be the generic trace on 95. Then, t(e3) = 3 and (using the notation of Theorem 5.4) the map j -*j -(2Ts(j), j -2T^(j)lp) is a linear bijection on f onto 950 such that N%(J) = N%( j) for j E%. Define (ft,, ft2)= (ft,,-ft*). Using the fact that 6 commutes with ", it is straightforward to check that (62,") is an algebra with involution. We identify ft E 95 with (ft,0) E &. Then, (95,") is a subalgebra of (62,"). Let s0 = (0,1). Then, (0, ft) = s0b for ft E 95. Hence, if ft,, ft2 E 95, (ft,, ft2) = ft, + s0ft2 and so 62 = 95 © s095. We can extend <j> to a symmetric f-bilinear form (also denoted by 0) on 62 by defining 4>(bx + s0b2, ft3 + sQb4) = <t>(bx, ft3) -p<t>(b2, ft4).
In that case the extended form also satisfies <J>(1,1) ¥= 0 and <j>(a, 1) = §(a, 1) for a E 62. We call the process described in this paragraph the (generalized) CayleyDickson process. Although we will not need this fact, it is easily checked that if the form <b on 95 satisfies the equations 4>(x, y) = <t>(x, y) and <j>(xy, z) = <t>(y, xz) for x, y, z E 95, then the extended form <J> on 62 satisfies the same equations for x, y, zE&.
If (95,") is an algebra with involution over f satisfying ft + ft E f 1 and ftft E f 1 for all ft E 95, then we can define </>: 95 X 95 -» f by ft,ft2 + ft2ft, = </>(ft,, b2)l. In that case ft9 = ft for ft E 95 and the above process is the classical Cayley-Dickson process [15, p. 45] . We are interested here in a different special case.
Suppose for the rest of the section that p ¥= 0 E f and that Q is a Jordan norm of degree 4 on a Jordan algebra 95 over t and that <j> is the trace form of Q. We regard 95 as an algebra with involution " by taking " to be the identity map on 95. Since <j>(l) = 4, the map 6 is given by Proof. By extending the base field, we may assume that p E I*2. But then the conclusion follows from the corresponding fact for the matrix algebra 911(7, A, A) described in the statement of Proposition 6.5. □ Thus, CD(%, Q, p) is an algebra with involution satisfying the hypotheses of §2. Let x = Xc£>(<s,e,A) an(l v = vcdcs,,q,ii)-Proposition 6.7. //ft,, ft2, ft3, ft4 E 95, then and so X(*" h) = Xibxb3,1) = «>(ft,ft3) = <b(bx, ft3) (by (2.7)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Also X(b{,s0b4) = X(ft,ft4, s0) = 0 (by (2.6) and (2.7)) and x(*rA, SrA) = ~x{b2, s0(s0b4)) = -px(b2, ft4) = -p<t>ib2, ft4) (by (2.7)) and we have proved (6.8).
Next if ft E 95, we have I2pp(b) = xU0b, {b, s0b, ft}) (by (2.10)) and {ft, s0b, ft} = 2(ft(^ft ))ft -(bb)(s0b) = -2(ft(*0ft*))ft -ft2(50ft) = -s0(2(b62ebe)e + b2eb).
Hence, by (6.8),
I2v(b) = <f>{b,2(b920b0)e + b29b).
But using (6.1), it is easy to check that (j>(bex, b2) = <p(bx, b2). Hence I2v(b) = 2co(ft*) + w(ft), where w(ft) = $(b2, b2e). But u{b) = <t>(b2,-b2 + H(b2)l) = Mb4) + {${b2?
and so 2w(ft") = -2<t>(b64) + <t>(b"2)2. If we use (6.1) and simplify using 0(1) = 4, and we have proved (6.9). □ According to (6.8), x is the extension discussed at the beginning of this section of <f> to CD(%, Q, u). for ft,, ft2 E S.
Proof. The first statement follows from (6.9), Corollary 2.11, and Proposition 5.1(f). Suppose c is invertible. Then, Ucc'x = c and hence c"1 = c. Next if ft E 95, r<c>ft = 2ft -{ft, c, c"1} = 2ft -{c"\ c, ft} = ft and so Pcb = Ucb. Finally, Pc is an isotopy of (62,") and so (Pc) §(s0) = ys0 for some y^OGf.
Thus, for ft E 93, Pc(s0b) -ys0Pcb (by (1.22)) = ys0P~xb -ys0U~xb. It remains to show that y = (2(c). But 7//0c2) = y^otZ/'c2 = y50. Multiplying both sides on the left by s0 gives y^l = s0Pc(s0c2) = pv(c)P;xc2 (by (3.4) Since S"' = -5, each element x E 62 can be written in the form
where A", T are skew-symmetric 8 X 8-matrices. In that case,
If p = -1, this is the quartic form used by Freudenthal in [8] to construct the complex simple Lie algebra of type En. Example 6.12. Suppose more generally that 95 is a central simple Jordan algebra of dimension d and degree 4 over f. Then, d= 10, 16, or 28. Let n and t, respectively, be the generic norm and trace on 95. Suppose p E f *. Let f be the algebraic closure of f and let f=(%-t)0={bE%-t\t(b) = 0}. .* i8' LY2*: P. is easily checked to be an isomorphism of 91t(f7j, £Np f2Aj) onto 91L(7j, Np Np). Hence, C£>(95, n, p)'f a 91L(7j, Aj, Aj). Finally, by Corollary 5.4, £ is simple. Thus, CD(95, n, u)f s 91l(7j, A^, Aj), where 7^ and Aj are, respectively, the generic trace and norm on the simple Jordan algebra of dimension d -1 and degree 3 over f. Example 7.2. Suppose f = 7(£), where £ is transcendental over a field F, and suppose 95 = S ®f f, where 6 is a central Jordan division algebra of degree 4 over/. Let n be the generic norm on 95 and put (62,") = CD(95, n, £). By Theorem 7.1, (62,") is a structurable division algebra. Now dimF(Q) = 10, 16, or 28 and so dimt(62) = 20, 32, or 56. If char f = 0, the corresponding Lie algebras DC(62,") are relative rank 1 central simple Lie algebras of type E6, E7, or Eg, respectively. In fact, one can show that the indices of these algebras are 2£63j, E™, or 78133, respectively (using the notation of [19] ).
8. Reduced algebras arising from the Cayley-Dickson process. Throughout this section, assume that 95 is a separable Jordan algebra of degree 4 over t, n and t are the generic norm and trace, respectively, on 95, and p E t*. Let (&,~) -CD(95, n, p).
Our goal is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for (62,") to be reduced when f is infinite.
The multiplication and involution on 62 = 95 © s0% are given by (6.3) and (6.4) respectively, where We require some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 8.7. Suppose ft,, ft2 E 95 andbxb2 = ft-,ft', = 0/or / = 1,2 and 3. Then, (8.8) n(ft, + ft2) = n(ft,) + n(ft2) -t(bx)mx(b2) -t(b2)mi(bi) + m2{bx)m2(b2).
Proof. Let ft = ft, + ft2. Since 95 is a Jordan algebra, we have 2(da)(dc) + d2(ac) = a(d2c) + 2d((da)c) for a, c, d E 95. Taking a = c = b2 and d = ft, gives b\b\ = 0.
Hence, ft' = ft', + ft2 for / = 1,2,3, and 4. Thus, using (8.6), we can obtain expressions for both sides of (8.8) in terms of t(b'j), i = 1,2,3,4,/ = 1,2. These expressions turn out to be the same. We omit the details as they are straightforward. □ Lemma 8.9. Suppose e ¥= 0 E 95 is an idempotent. If £/95 C te, then t(e) = 1. for some ft E 95 and j8Gf.
Proof. Suppose first of all that (8.13) holds for some ft E 95 and B E f. By (8.4), v(b) = n(b). Thus, by Theorem 4.6, CE>(95, n, p) is reduced.
For the converse, suppose that (&,') = CD(95, n, p) is reduced. Thus, there exists a strictly regular element /= ft, + ,s0ft2 E 62, ft,, ft2 E 95. Now by Theorem 4.6, p E v(&)t*2. Our goal is to prove the stronger conclusion that ju E n(%)f*2.
Suppose first of all that ft2 = 0. r(ft2)^0. Now i/1 = 8f for some fi E f. But f/1 = 2/2 -ff and so a straightforward calculation using (6.3), (6.4), (8.1), and (8.2) yields Uf\ = ft2 + p{b2 -t(b2)b2 + j-(/(ft2)2 -t(b2))l) +s0{-2bxb2 + t(bx)b2 + {-t(bx,b2)l).
Thus, by (8.6), we have ft2 + jtt(ft22 -t(b2)b2 + m2(b2)l) = 5ft, and -2ft,ft2 + f(ft,)ft2 + {t(bx,b2)l = 8b2.
Applying t to the second of these equations yields t(bx)t(b2) = 8t(b2) and hence 5 = f(ft,). Thus, (8.14) p{b2 -t(b2)b2 + m2(b2)l) = -ft2 + r(ft,)ft, and (8.15) bxb2 = \t(bx,b2)l.
Applying t to (8.14) gives Next Ubb2 = Ubbx = 0 (by (8.19) ) and so n(ft,) = n(b2) = 0. Also multiplying (8.21) by ft, gives ft? -r(ft,)ft3 + m2(ft,)ft2 = 0. On the other hand, 0 = b4x -t(bx)b] + w2(ft,)ft2 + m,(ft,)ft,, since m0(bx) -n(bx) = 0. Thus, mx(bx) = 0 and similarly m,(ft2) = 0. Thus, by (8.8), we have n(ft, + ft2) = m2(bx)m2(b2) -pm2(b2)2. If m2(b2) =± 0, this equation implies (8.13) with ft = ft, + ft2 and /3 = m2(ft2)"'. Thus, we may assume that m2(b2) = 0. Therefore, t(b2)2 = t(b\) and, by (8.20) , b\ = t(b2)bl Thus, if we put e = r(ft2)"2ft2, we have t(e) = 1 and e2 = t(b2y4b4 = t(b2y2b\ = e. Hence, by (8.10), n(pe + 1 -e) = p. □ We wish next to apply Theorem 8.12 to a special case. Suppose (9),") is a central simple associative algebra with involution over t such that dimf 9) = 4, 8, or 16 and dimf DC(9),") = 3,4, or 6, respectively. Let 9D2 be the associative algebra of 2 X 2-matrices over 9) and define an involution Jx on 9)2 by ./(x) = x'. Put Q = DC(9),") and 95 = DC(^)2! -A)-Let f denote the algebraic closure of f. It follows from [10, pp. 208-209] that (9),,") and ((9D2)f,") can be identified, respectively, with the algebras of all 2 X 2 and 4X4 matrices over a composition algebra of dimension 1,2, or 4 over f, where the involution in each case is the conjugate transpose involution. Thus, by [4, Theorems 6.1.7 and 6.3.2] and [10, §6.4], 6 and 95 are central simple Jordan algebras of degrees 2 and 4, respectively. We denote the generic norms on 9)2, G, and 95 by n0D, ne and n$, respectively. Theorem 8.22. Suppose (9),") is a central simple associative algebra with involution over f such that dimf 9) = 4,8, or 16 and dim, DC(9),") = 3,4, or 6, respectively. Let G = DC(9),") and 95 = %(%, Jx) and suppose p E i*. Then, CD(% n9, p) is reduced if and only if there exist cx,c2 E G such that Proof. To avoid confusion, we denote the associative product on 9) and 9)2 by ° . We require some preliminary facts. We claim that (8.24) nJ 0' c =ne(c,)ne(c2) and n"a( d j ) = 1 for c,, c2 E G and d E 9). We also claim that To prove these claims we may assume that f is algebraically closed and make the identifications described above. (8.24 ) and (8.25) then follow from the explicit descriptions of n66, ne, and n6Bi
given in [10, §6.4]. We next claim that (8.26) na(x ° ft ° x') = n%(x)2/ln^(b)
for x E 9)2, ft E 95. For this we may assume that f is infinite and ft is invertible.
Then, ns(x ° ft ° x') = n%(x ° ft o x') = n%(x)n%(b)n%(x') = n%(x)2ncA(b)'.
Thus, n%(x ° ft ° x') = ±n(!D(x)2//ns(ft). A Zariski argument as on [10, p. 249] then completes the proof of (8.26).
We can now prove the theorem. Let (62,") = CD(%, n%, p). Suppose first of all that (8.23) holds. Then, by (8.24), p = n%(b) for some ft E 95. Hence, by (6.9), p -v(gr)(b). Thus, by Theorem 4.6, (62,") is reduced.
Conversely, suppose that (62,") is reduced. Suppose first of all that G is not a division algebra. Then, Q contains an idempotent e =£ 0,1 [10, Lemma 4.1]. But then denoting the generic trace on G by te, we have te(e) = 1 [10, Corollary 6.1]. But then if c = pe + 1 -e, we have ne(c) = {(te(c)2 -te(c2)) (since Q has degree 2) = {((p + l)2 -(ju2 + 1)) = ju and so we have (8.23) .
Suppose next that 6 is a division algebra. Thus, by [4, Lemma 6.2.3], (9),") is a central division algebra with involution or (9),") is the direct sum of a central division algebra of dimension 4 and its opposite algebra together with the exchange involution. It follows (for later use) that every nonzero element of S(9),") is invertible. Also it follows that f is infinite and so we may apply Theorem 8.12 to conclude that p -n(ft)/32 for some ft E 95 and /3 E f. Then, ft=h Ji, dx c2 where c,, c2 E G, dx E 9). It is easy to show using an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 9.1 of [10] that there do not exist c,, c2 E G so that £ = n^(cx)ne(c2). Hence, by Theorem 8.22, C£>(95, n^g, £) is not reduced. On the other hand 95 is not a division algebra and so, by Corollary 6.10, CD(%, n^, £) is not a division algebra. Thus the Cayley-Dickson process gives examples of nonreduced algebras that are not division algebras.
